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SECTION # 1

Company Statement / Policies / Background

Congratulations on your decision to choose Clamar floats for your aircraft. We heard recently that the only
thing you need to fly is “airspeed and money" – we believe that the third thing you need is a set of “floats”.
Clamar decided to use proven water/foil – air/foil designs mostly based on Edo designs but bring the latest in
composite technology to the program. The product has been tested extensively for strength and has proven to
withstand the severe punishment given to floats as they perform in landing, takeoff and flight configurations.
The first 175 sets have not had one composite issue.
Please check our current website at www.clamarfloats.com. This will be updated from time to time
confirming changes that will take place in the product as new ideas and programs are introduced. Keep
in touch with us through the web site clamarfloats.com.
Who are we: The principals of Clamar Floats Inc. have been involved in the certified and non-certified (home
built custom aircraft) markets for over 40
years. In the design and manufacturing of these products they
have gone to experts in each discipline required to build a product using today's latest technologies and
techniques.
Where are we? Brunswick, Maine.
What do we do: We are redesigning and building existing products using the latest technology in composite
materials using e-glass materials and Kevlar and Carbon Fibre where appropriate? Initial products will be sold
into the non-certified market.

Figure 3-1
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SECTION # 2

Unpacking

If you are unable to come and pick up your float package it will be shipped in a container for areas outside North
America or on their wheels protected in a crate. All the systems should be checked for shipping damage. The
shipping companies have agreed and proven over the years that they can deliver the product with no damage. We
suggested to you to buy insurance if possible. Now is the time to ensure nothing is damaged. If you believe there is
damage take photos and call the trucking company before you proceed with further unpacking.
A shipping / packing list is included with the documents. You can use it to check off all the pieces, as they are
unpacked. If anything is being shipped later it will be marked that way on the packing list.
Your floats have been assembled completely in our shop and all the systems have been checked and have
operated as designed. The spreader bars have been fitted and then removed for shipping and all the parts have
been packed in the crate or in the floats.
When reassembling the float package set after painting each float on its outside keel with the black spreader bars
pointing up & toward each other. Slide the spreader bars on one float (they will be marked front & rear) and then
slide them over the black spreader bar of the other float with the hydraulic hoses fed through the front spreader bar
if the pump is in the float. If the pump is installed in the aircraft there will be no hoses going through the spreader
bars. Attach the hoses first & then pin at least 1 bolt through the spreader bars. Set the floats on four cement
blocks that have carpet protecting the keel to finish your hook ups and testing. (See photo 18-1)
We definitely want you to finish paint your floats before they go in the water. They will be delivered painted with an
epoxy primer that is designed to absorb the final coat of paint. There are very few restrictions on what type of paint
you use however if the floats are to spend a lot of time outside in the summer a lighter color would work best on any
composite product. We recommend that the bottoms always be painted white.
For the M2180 which is all electric no hoses will be involved. A prewired line in each float will go up the front vertical
strut and attach to the lights and wiring harness behind the panel. The lights will be new LED lights in a box to be
installed in the panel or on top of the panel.

Figure 4-1
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SECTION # 3, A

Nose Wheels

The nose wheel assembly is constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum and black or grey anodized for protection from the
elements. The gear assemblies have been cycled many times in our shop to ensure the system works as designed.
Landing on water with the nose wheel down will create major problems so we suggest you understand the “wheel
position systems” very well and that they be tested extensively by your installer of the float systems to your A/C.
See further explanations of the Wheel Position Reporting Systems in section 5. All parts for your nose wheel
assemblies are stocked at Clamar and pricing is available on request.
The tire, tube and wheel can be purchased directly from Aircraft Spruce. There are 4 ply tires available that will fit.
Part # 06-00362
Part # 15-04651

4:00 X 5
4:00 X 5

Tire
Tube

Check this nut on
each “walk around”
Check this nut on
each “walk around”

Special note
With the nose wheel being jacked
off the ground the arm should
not move side to side. This is very
important because this is the
greatest cause for shimmy

Special note
With the nose wheel jacked put your hands on
tire and there should be some resistance to
turn the wheel .
Figure 5-1

We use 4” AN bolts with castle nuts to fasten the wheel forks to the struts. The floats have been tested extensively
on grass & rough strips. The 10” tire was chosen for this reason. You should check the nuts and the fork for level
contact with the Teflon disc on each walk around.
Tighten these bolts tighter than you think they should be to ensure level contact between the fork and the Teflon if
needed. If this is done, you should not experience any shimmy issues with this system. This vertical bolt will seat
during the first few landing so it should be jacked up and checked after the first 6 or 8 landings.
Tire pressure should make the nose wheel tire look like it needs air. If it is too hard it may produce a shimmy just
like the C-150. We use 30 lbs. on the M2200 and M2500 in our test aircraft with success and no shimmy.
We have grease fittings between the Teflon puck and the nose wheel. Even when greased; turning it should show
resistance.
Your M2200 and M2500 floats have an Accumulator installed to absorb shock from the nose wheel during taxi or
landing. It is charged at 500 PSI with nitrogen. You will see the indicator rods move when taxiing over rough ground.
It will always be installed in your floats and will require no maintenance.
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SECTION # 3, B

Main Wheels

The system chosen for the Model 2200 A and 2500A Amphibious floats
from Clamar is a simple well-proven design using billet cut 6061-T6
Aluminum for strength and weight. The electro/hydraulic pump set at 500
PSI in the factory holds the wheel systems up while landing on water and
the main wheel cylinder in the “down position” when reaching 500 PSI
holds the assembly slightly over centre against a rubber cushion to help
absorb the landing.
Tire pressure is also very important. We recommend a tire pressure
(50 PSI) to also absorb more of the landing forces with the new spring
gear. Tire pressure should be checked regularly for this reason.
Upgrade system for your main gear is called spring gear shock system and
we highly recommend it and you should do it.
Figure 6-1
The main wheels and brakes for them M2180A, M2200 A and M2500A floats are manufactured by
Grove Aircraft LGS, Inc., El Cajon, CA. They are model 60-1 AF wheels and brakes manufactured for amphibious
operations. In addition to the 600 X 6 with 15” tires for the 2500 we offer and recommend 500 X 5 with a 15” tire for
the M2180A and M2200A. You will save 8lbs and these same wheels and brakes are used by many a/c
manufacturers. These wheels should be greased weekly if heavily used. Grease fittings are on the end of the wheel
axles.
Replacement tires and tubes can be purchased directly from Aircraft Spruce.

Air Trac
Air Trac

15:500 X 5
15:500 X 5

06-8200
06-8300

Tire
Tube

McCreary recommends 60 PSI, however for softer landings and less potential damage to your landing system we
recommend 50 PSI.
Grove Aircraft has developed an amphibious wheel system that allows you to keep grease in the cavity around the
axle & bearings only - thus reducing the weight over having to put grease in the total wheel cavity like many others.
The wheel bearings should last 2 or 3 years but will need to be replaced. Likely a high pressure brake system will
be on your wish list even though these floats handle real easy on
the ground with a regular Scott Brake system. Grease your wheels
regularly and watch the witness hole on the inside to see that you
are getting fresh grease and no water.
Your brake lines will be installed through the top of the float; just in
front of the back vertical strut. Run them up the angled vertical
strut to the bottom of the aircraft. You will need to get fittings to fit
your brake system. Many of you will likely use JIC-4 fittings but this
could vary from aircraft to aircraft.
Remember to break in your brakes. Heat them up by doing some
turns and then let them cool completely. Short jabs on the brake
pedal rather than just holding the brake down continuously. Just try
that technique and you will find it works well. We recommend
Figure 6.2 Grove Wheel Grease Fitting
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SECTION # 3, C

Rudder System / Rigging

If your A/C is already fitted with a “float kit” you will have no problem rigging this system. We see mounting your
floats for the first time as possibly a 2 or 3 day job (assuming you have fittings, lift capabilities, etc. and precut
vertical struts) and possibly 3 to 4 hours the second time if the pump is in the float and thereafter.
All rudders and pulleys have been gold or black anodized for protection from the elements. The cables provided are
3
/32nd A/C grade ss cable for the rudders and the lift portion.
Depending upon your A/C type the cables are supplied for you to cut and use as per the drawings provided. There
are variations even in the “Cub” family and Sportsman 2+2 A/C for the most part it will be up to you to design a
system that has been proven to work in your application. For the Glastar/Glasair a/c a tail dragger will be rigged
differently than a nose wheel a/c.
Put your pullies anywhere you wish. Just ensure you use the 1 inch ss washers on the inside.

Figure 7-1

Figure 7-2

Figure 7-3

Figure 7-4
The rudder horn is extended 3” on each end to get more movement on the water rudders. This is done to ensure the
water rudders lead the air rudder for more effective turning. You will need this extra help on windy days. (Figure 8-3)
The M2180 when installed on the AirCam requires no rudders because of differential engine power.
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There will be many ways to mount the “lift rudder” cable in
your aircraft cabin. Below is a photo of what we did on the
test aircraft.
This system (Figure 8-2) allows us to remove the cable in a
hurry without any cutting. The NICO pressed loop in the
end of the cable goes through the stainless horn on the
bottom of the aircraft; thus allowing you a faster hook up
next year.

Figure 8-1
Variations are needed for different
aircraft. Take as many photographs of your type on floats
and use all the best ideas you can find.

Figure 8-2
Figure 8-3
Make sure your water rudders and aircraft rudder are all
going the same direction in the straight flight setting. A
water rudder off by only a few degrees will change your
trim in the air dramatically.

Figure 8-4

Figure 8-5
Figure 8-6
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SECTION # 3, D

Spreader Bars / Verticals

The “Spreader Bars” have been cut and fitted.
For shipping they have been removed and
packaged. We will mark them “Front” and “Back”
so be sure to install them in the correct position.
Depending on our knowledge of your A/C type
we will cut your verticals. It is not a big job if you
do it yourself. Using the “Edo Rule” as described
in section 4 and experiences gained from fellow
builders of your type of A/C with a little help from
others or professional float
installers, it will take less than a day to do.
Remember you likely just built the whole A/C so how hard can this be to complete!

Figure 9-1

We have selected Aluminum 6061-T6 with a 3 5/8th inch
major diameter for the verticals. Likely a little stronger
than you need but this vertical strut material is used by
many Canadian 180 HP Super Cub users. A little extra
weight in the right place, we think. This strut also gives
you room for wires & hoses should you install a backup
hand pump system.

Figure 9-2
For the most part we will be able to supply the pickups for
your A/C especially for Cubs ,Glastars, Aircams etc. They
are made of 6061-T6 usually 1” thick. There are many
variations used today by all float manufacturers. Most can
be made locally with a simple drawing. A small machine
shop with a mill or CNC unit will make these for your
special A/C in short order.
As we know, all aircraft are a little different. Adjustments
can be made on the top block on the aft vertical strut by
lengthening or shortening to change the “angle of attach”
of your wing. There is an angle depending on your horse
power, weight, prop, etc. that will maximize your cruise
speed and your performance for “take-off”.

Figure 9-3

On our test Super Cub with 180 HP and 84/42 prop the angle for best
cruise is 3.5° up for the aircraft measured across the lower flat side of the
wing at the root. This is very close to the old “Edo Rule” (section 4,A.) Use
a digital level on the float and the lower flat surface by your wing to attain
the very important angle. More will be discussed on this issue later in the
manual.
We have drawings in our CNC unit to make rear float fitting for “Cub” type
A/C if they are not welded on and you have covering that is too nice to cut.
Figure 9-4
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SECTION # 3, E

Flying Wires
We supply 5/16 th steel fly wires streamlined that require
painting.
The AN clevis’s and pin’s are included for this size material
in your installation kit. Make sure your wires do not touch
but if they must put rubber hose protection between them.
You can make the big purchase from Bruntons or
Mc Whyte in Scotland for streamlined SS flying wires if you
wish. On a Supercub replica type aircraft the cross brace
wires are 49” and 54” long for the front and back. You can
change the length of the pick-up brackets or what we call
wire pulls to make it fit a wide body replica Supercub.
Aircraft & float pick up brackets ( 3/16th X 1” stainless) are
included. We may choose not to drill one end depending on
your type.
Figure 10-1

We use double nuts (left and right) to correctly align the aircraft and the floats using the flying wires and then use
the nuts to keep the wires tight. Check this point regularly in your walk around.
We have chosen not to use cross wires (or commonly called boxing wires) on the horizontal. You can add these if
you feel you will be landing in very rough conditions. The outside bolt on the spreader bar corner to corner can be
used. We normally have these in stock. Check for price and availability.

Figure 10-3

Pick Up Bracket

Use this bolt for
boxing wires

Figure 10-2
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or wire pull

SECTION # 3, F

Electro Hydraulic System Model M2200 and M2500

The main part of this system is an Oildyne “108 Series” pump especially designed and set at the Parker Hannifin
plant for the application. (Figure 11-2)
The factory has set the pump to maximum 500 PSI. The pressure switches
(blue light – green light) are also set at 500 PSI. When this pressure is met at the
switch (with the green light-down ↔ or blue-up) your lights will come on, on the panel. (Figure 11-1) There is an
adjustment on the top of the switch but should only be adjusted if the floats are up on blocks and the gear is cycled
a number of times to ensure the lights are working as designed. The pump also has a built in 100 amp heat breaker
that will reset itself when the motor cools.
Ensure that the oil level in the tank is at least of half full at all times or meeting the “full” mark on the tank. The cap
on the tank has a breather hole that should be left open. Mil Spec 5606 oil is used and may show up in the power
pack or the left float because of the breather hole. After your test period on blocks you will find the oil to have many
air bubbles. Let it settle over night before your final test. Mil Spec 5606 oil was used in our test and will be in your
system now. Most oil companies make Mil Spec 5606. Shell calls theirs fluid 4 or fluid 41.
If the aircraft sits for weeks not being used we suggest jacking & placing on four 9” cement blocks with a piece of
carpet on the top. (Figure 14-1)
If you taxi over very rough ground you will notice the green (down) light blink on occasion. This is caused by a relief
valve set at 700 PSI reacting to your rough travel through the nose wheel cylinder. You can touch up the pressure
by holding the s/w down for a couple seconds until you see a constant green light again. If you have not installed an
automatic centering S/W (momentary contact) make sure the pump is turned off after each use.
Remember, you have 3 ways to verify your wheel position. Use them all. The nose wheel position rod is especially
reassuring. (Figure 15-2)
Blue

Green

Figure 11-1

SECTION # 3 G

M2180

Figure 11-2

Pressure Switch

The Electric Retraction System

The electro/hydraulic system described in the earlier chapter for both the M2200 and M2500 weigh’s 38 lbs. In order
to reduce weight for some weight sensitive a/c Clamar developed a new totally electric system that weigh’s 9 lbs in
Version 5.0 CLAMAR FLOATS Inc.
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total and has a retraction time of 10 seconds. Ball drive actuators on each wheel and magnetic switch’s to indicate
their position make up this lower weight system.
The system is designed to be very simple and maintenance free. Along with mirrors and indicator rods on the nose
wheel a light system on the panel to tell you the position of the wheels. The 2 wheels on each float are tied together
and displayed together with a green light for hard surface (grass) a blue light for (water) and an orange in transit
light. The system requires both wheels on that float to be in the correct position in order turn on the selected light. A
self centering toggle switch is your control.
The system has a 15 amp breaker for placement with the other breakers on your panel. Each actuator draws 1.5
amps.
With this system all wheels including the nose wheel will be in an “over center” position in the down mode and all
wheels are protected with Clamar’s long used and successful spring shock system.
The actuator’s are placed high in the float and are sealed for extreme conditions. They are designed and used in
many applications requiring heavier loads and even worse conditions than being inside a float
The simplicity of the system will lead to many years of satisfied results however if for some reason electric power is
lost Clamar has installed Stainless Steel skid plates on the keel of the floats. You can land on grass or hard surface
with no damage to the composite portion of the float. Replacement skid plate material can be purchased from your
local metal supplier.

SECTION # 4, A

Rigging Your Aircraft “THE EDO RULE”
There are three major issues in attaching your floats to your A/C:
a) The angle of the flying A/C to that of the float.
b) The position of the float longitudinally relative to the A/C.
c) The distance between the float & aircraft.
The Edo Rule that has been passed on over the years is reported to work
out 99% of the time. Older experienced float shops and pilots have told us
of this rule that is used by most all “float” shops.
Figure 12-1

a) Angle of the float to the A/C is very simple. Basically the A/C will always be positioned to an angle that will help
in the take off position based on horsepower.
Level the top of the float and angle the A/C in level flight angle up 2 for 300 HP and 8 for 85 HP. Therefore a
180 HP Supercub wing should have 3.5 to 4 angle up in flight. A Glastar/Sportsman 2+2 recommendation
we’ve heard is 3.5.
We are told that only rarely does this simple rule not work. Slight adjustments can be made later if needed by
lengthening or shortening the back upper pick up blocks. We have found that 1 inch change there will result in 1
degree change in the angle of attack.
This all helps in your takeoff. Edo developed this years ago and it still works today.
b) To position the float relative to the aircraft longitudinally requires that you know the C of G of your aircraft empty
on wheels. That point should align vertically with a point on your floats described in the next paragraph, once
again known as the “Edo Rule”.
Place your floats on a round PVC pipe and find their C of G. It should be around 17” to 19” forward of the step.
(The float step not the people step). Make sure your rudders are in place for that calculation. That point can be
aligned with the A/C empty C of G.
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The baggage compartments (empty) in the floats are on the C of G but care should be taken on every flight that
you are loaded as close to the C of G as possible. Trim may change slightly with floats vs wheels so be ready to
record these variations for future reference and use.
c) Finally, the only other variable is the distance from float to aircraft. We mount the
M-2200’s to replica Supercubs the distance we found most all the EDO 2000’s are mounted on Supercubs –
that is 24” on the Supercub. If you are installing the M-2200’s or Model 2500’s on other aircraft types do
research on every other similar aircraft you can find. Pictures and measurements will help when you get to the
install process. We will share all the info we can get for your special type of aircraft. Please share it with us and
we will pass it on.
d.) In addition to the above Wipline’s engineers have told us they will align the centre point of the cord of the
wing over the float with the step, once again that is the float step not the people step. This could be one more
check for you to see where that sweet spot should be. Sometimes splitting the difference between the b) and d)
theories is the real sweet spot. Floats will take off, fly and land in many positions under you’re a/c. What you
want is the absolute sweet spot that does all these things the best.
We are finding that there are large variations in the empty weight C of G on many of the same types of aircraft.
Be sure to have it checked. This is why it becomes more difficult for us to cut the verticals in advance. Also,
make sure you have your float prop on before you do the C of G.

SECTION # 4, B

Rigging Your Rudders

Because of potential shipping damage, the rudders are packed separately and will be installed by you, you’re AME
or A & P. This will be a very simple process and helped by the chart below. There can be many variations here so
please design your own rigging base on this and what you have seen on other float planes.

Figure 13-1
Items 1,2,3,4 and 5 depict the rudder retraction system. This will vary depending on your A/C. We have included all
the material you will require including the tube that will come up through the floor. It will definitely be different from
one A/C to another. Our sample will help you have the correct shape made locally if required.
(See Figure 8-1 & 8-2)
This drawing shows the pulleys toward the back of the float. You can place them further forward if you wish to make
it easier to enter this area when tail beaching. We have included enough cable to set it up either way.
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Items 6, 11 depict the rudder cross
connection cable. We replaced pulley
# 11with a spring on the prototypes.
Items 7,8,9,10 depict the rudder
attachment technique used on most A/C
as it connects to your A/C rudder. On
your Cub type A/C you should use the
tail-wheel springs that are used on your
land configuration. You can use
turnbuckles here for even more infinite
adjustments and we would defiantly
recommend that on all 3 cable systems.
The Glastars, Zenith, Bearhawks and
other aircraft in this weight category will
have subtle changes.
Keep an eye for good ideas and pass
them on to us.
Figure 14-1

SECTION # 5

Wheel Position Reporting Systems

M2200 and M2500

a) Pressure Switch: Red light (Gear up) – Green Light (Gear down) Again, some have used blue rather than red
to depict water. We prefer Blue lights to depict water.
The pressure switches are set by Clamar to activate at 500 PSI. They can be adjusted by using a straight screw
driver on top of the SW.
This should not be needed, however, if you find your gear is completely up or down and you are getting no light this
may be the problem. Jack the floats as per our photos below. Make the adjustment until the light comes on then test
the wheels up and down system a few times to ensure this was the issue.

Figure 14-2 Jacking Floats
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If you need to check that the pump is making 500 PSI there are 2 plugs in the manifold coming out of the pump that
can be used for pressure gauges. It may take a number of cycles to get rid of the air in the system when newly
hooked up.
If you are using a backup manual system mounted in the cabin, these 2 plugs will be used by the lines coming back
down the front strut to operate the gear in an emergency situation if your pump is in the float.
b) Mirrors are included to be mounted on the wing for you to view the gear. On the “cub” type aircraft we place the
mirror on the Jury strut cross brace. Each mirror shows the opposite gear quite nicely. (Figure 16-1)
d) Nose wheel Strut Gear indicator rods are simple mechanical systems to show you the position of your nose
wheel. Landing with nose wheel down on water will likely put you on your back. Not a good thing. (Figure 16-2)

Wheel Reporting M2180

All electric system

Many similarities (mirrors, indicator rods on the nose wheels and lights in the panel) but the main difference is the
input information,
The M2200 and M2500 get their info for the lights from hydraulic oil pressure switches because they operate with an
elctro/hydraulic system.
The M2180 float system is all electric and the lights get their info from magnetic proximity switches. The mirrors and
indicator rods being the same in all three models.
You have three ways to show you the position of your gear. Take a good look at all these systems on blocks
in your hanger.

Figure 15.1 Enlarged
Figure 15.1

Figure 15-2 -Nose wheel Rod Indicator
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SECTION # 6

1)

Most Asked Questions

What is the weight and how is it calculated?
a) The weight of your float package is always a net figure. The total weight
of the float and all rigging less whatever you take off the land plane
Configuration is called the “Exchange weight”. No two aircraft are the same.
(eg) PA-18 Super Cub
Model 2200 A Float total weight
(Including all rigging cables electrics, pumps, etc.)
Could vary from aircraft to aircraft because of rigging etc.
The M-2180 float system weighs

425 lbs. Hydraulic system

380 lbs.

Less land gear both main and tail wheel (different
for each aircraft; assuming 6 ply – 850X6.)

95 lbs.

Net Gain or exchange weight

330 lbs. for M-2200

Net Gain or exchange weight

285 lbs. for M-2180

Our computer simulation says that the airfoil of the float will lift 200 lbs. each.
Don’t be surprised if your 180 HP cub with an 84” propeller flies the same speed or very close on
wheels and floats.
The big issue is getting off the water. Most tests indicate 10 – 13 seconds @ 2000 lbs. gross, so the
more you load your A/C the time to get off the water will be increased. Technique is everything when
transitioning to the step. Without this proper technique you can porpoise and loose time in getting off
the water. Props and exhausts and of course outright engine power make a big difference
The Clamar composite float is built stronger than most floats - heavy struts, sister keelson’s doubled
and the step is tested at 10 tons. It is always a strength vs. weight issue. It is our plan to continually
work on reducing weight but not at the cost of strength.
.
2)

What is the composite process used?
a) An epoxy, vacuum bagging process using infusion with a foam core. We use more aramid / carbon fibre
and Kevlar to increase the strength and keep the weight at the same weight as when they are
manufactured.
We also install “sister keelson’s” in the step area to increase the strength. Extensive use of 3-4” gussets
longitudinally and around bulkheads where spreader bars connect are used.
Using E glass, Kevlar and carbon fibre over a foam core and utilizing “Infusion” as the primary process
gives the product outstanding strength and durability. Aerodynamic efficiency and strength to weight
ratio is significantly superior when compared to metal construction. The composite structure will require
less maintenance in its lifetime and will weigh 8 to 12% less than metal floats depending on buoyancy
size. The larger the size or buoyancy the greater the weight gain over aluminum buy using our process.
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SECTION # 6

Most Asked Questions cont.

Composite process cont…

3)

What about repairs to a damaged or punctured float?
a) If you damage the float where a hole has been created in the float barrel you certainly have hit
something very significant. Our tests show the float walls to be significantly stronger than aluminum in
fact, maybe by as much as 30 times.
Pull it up on shore and get the water out of the compartment. If you are traveling on an extensive
wilderness trip we suggest you carry duct tape. A patch with tape will get you off the water and back to
shore and a hard surface runway. This type of composite construction is very easy to repair. We use
E-glass on the outside layer and the inside layer for reparability. Our factory people will council your
AME, A & P or local repair shop. Call us for help.
There are six separate compartments in the each float. The area around the wheel well drains into the
baggage compartment. There are two drain holes in aft corners of the baggage compartment that
should be checked regularly to ensure they are clear of any obstruction.
If you have placed floorboards in the baggage compartment leave open space at the rear baggage
bulkhead to see water that may collect. Although no water should enter from the bottom, condensation
is a common issue with all floats.

4.) What about jacking and storage?

Figure 17.1
We use a regular floor jack with the top pad removed. Always use the keel aligned with the step as a jack point. Two
cement 9” blocks with carpet positioned about 4’ apart works well. Do the same on both sides and you have a stable
base to work your cycle test or any other work on the main wheel assembly as discussed in earlier sections.
This is also a good storage technique for longer-term storage. If you take the floats off the aircraft energize the
pump in the down position and wheel the floats on their own wheels. You can also use a short square tube spreader
bar to store the floats close together. You would need to cut a 5” piece of PVC pipe to put over the shaft on the nose
wheel cylinder to keep it down.
The mains go over centre and lock up against the rubber stop so require no oil pressure. We would also suggest
you grease the main axle and even check the wheel bearings each year at the end of the season. Bearings & brake
disks are available from Grove as per their attached spec sheet. See our annual inspection list and follow it
carefully.
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SECTION # 6

Most Asked Questions cont.

5.) What about a Tow Bar?
We made up a Tow Bar with ¼ angle (See
Figure 18-1) 2” utility grade aluminum material
that works great. Drill holes in the nose wheel
strut for a bolt. This Tow Bar folds up while not
in use. The aircraft moves very easily on
wheels. We can send you a drawing to make
your own tow bar.

Figure 18-1

Figure 18-2
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SECTION # 6

Most Asked Questions cont.

6.) What about a step on the vertical?
The enclosed pictures cover the set up we have on our own proto type A/C. They are made from aluminum 1½”
angle 3/16th thick back to back. Just round the front and back ends and bolted on using an angle washer we cut out
of a solid piece of aluminum - with a complete kit by type you will get a preformed step material.

Figure 19-1

Float step material is available from
Clamar as depicted in Figure 19.2. Check
for current price and availability when you
are ready for installation.

Figure 19-2
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SECTION # 6

Most Asked Questions cont.

7.) What are the differences between the 2200A & 2500A float systems?
The floats are made in separate molds. The 2500 is 2 inches deeper for the extra buoyancy. See the actual details
of size on our web site. www.clamarfloats.com
We use only a 600 X 6 wheel & tire assembly on the 2500 lb float. Also, 5/16th / 24 fly wires are used along with
boxing wires (optional) to take the extra loads. A heavier spreader bar and nose wheel strut are also incorporated
for the same reason. The rigging issues are the same and can be accomplished by following this manual.
8.) How about a manual backup pump system?
We do offer this system complete and ready to install with all the parts and
drawings you will need.
On the Cub type aircraft the pump will be mounted under the front seat
attached to the front right leg high over your right brake system. Two ports
are open ( ¼ inch pipe plugs) in the manifold of the electric / hydraulic
gear system. The lines from your manual system will plug in and become
your backup system should you have an electrical problem. The lines will
travel down the left front strut, through the top of the float and one bulk
head directly to these two open ports.
Figure 20-1
The manual system has its own reservoir (oil) under the front seat. Be sure to keep it at least ½ full. As you start the
system, eliminating air from the system took us at least 3 to 4 complete cycles in the prototype. You may even
require more cycles with the long hoses to the float manifold.
The manual system has a 500 psi relief valve in the line so if you
over pressurize the system you will not damage the cylinders,
electro / hydraulic or manual systems. Use the same 3 methods to
confirm gear position as discussed earlier in the Owner’s Manual.
The pump has a 3 position handle (up, closed and down) and
orientation is arranged in that order in the cockpit. The handle
must be in the neutral or closed position while using the
electrical hydraulic system and a placard should be made for
your panel. You will pump oil from the tank in the float to the
tank under your seat if the handle is not in the neutral position.
Very important for your checklist on each flight. We have
designed the system this way because unlike conventional gear
down backup systems there could be times with amphibs that
require you to put the gear up in flight.

Figure 20-2

You should install a safety lock on your manual backup system
to ensure the handle is in the neutral position except during
actual use.
The backup system on the M-2180 all electric float system is a
stainless steel skid plate on the bottom of the float.

Figure 20-2
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Most Asked Questions cont.

Manual backup pump cont…

The manual pump handle will be stored in a bracket on the sidewall of the front lower cockpit for easy access. With
the pump positioned properly you will not interfere with the stick, rudders or brakes. Test your system for the
number of strokes required to put the gear down from a completely up position. If all the air is out of your system it
should be close to 60 strokes. Remember this is meant to be a backup system and many times in an emergency
you will start from a partially down or up position. On occasion you may wish to stop the electric system close to the
down position and using the hand pump system finish the job until the lights come on or nose wheel indicators are
completely down or up.
The pump may be installed under the panel in some aircraft or any other creative position that works and doesn’t
interfere with other aircraft systems. This pump will be your main system for “ Wheel Skis”. You can remove your
electro / hydraulic system from the floats and install it in the aircraft for a ski application too. (Just plug the ports not
required for that application). You only have 2 cylinders with skis.
Clamar stocks all fittings and can manufacture special brackets, etc. if you send us a drawing of your needs.

9) What happens if I loose hydraulic pressure
If you loose hydraulic pressure on the ground the nose wheel will retract. The main wheel will stay up because it is
over center. (If the nose wheel was over center you would have taken off not knowing you had a problem) There
could be 2 main reasons for loosing pressure.
1) a leak in the system
2) Dirt in the pump check valve area.
If you loose hydraulic pressure in the air it will likely be electrical because the pump has no power. If you have a
backup manual system put the gear in the position required for the landing. Otherwise your options are to land on
grass or water depending on where the gear is positioned.

10) What about corrosion?
Although we anodize all the aluminum parts and use stainless steel in some areas we are aware aircraft floats
operate in conditions that promote corrosion. We spray interior parts with products like Corrosion X sold by Aircraft
Spruce. This product protects exposed hardware for up to 2 years with one application. We suggest you get that
product or anything that promotes protection from corrosion and use it freely especially at the annual inspection time
each year. You will definitely extend the life of your float set.
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Related Documentation
Electrical Diagrams
Grove Aircraft L.G.S.
Weight & Balance Forms
M-2180 included with each float system
Wheel drawing included with float documents
Sample only. Plse order a drawing for you specific a/c.

Electrical Diagram
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